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Abstract. Disclosure of information is an increasingly popular policy instrument. While the use of disclosed information by
consumers has been studied, little is known the disclosure practices of organizations. The central question in this paper is:
how do organizations translate the trade-off between legal and communicative quality into an organizational arrangement for
the production of client communication products? Scholars suggest that the translation of this trade-off into organizational
practices is influenced by the perception of the regulatory environment. We present an empirical study of 24 pension funds in
the Netherlands to investigate this issue. Our findings falsify the expected relations between perceptions of the environment
and organizational arrangements for client communication practices. Instead, this study highlights that a hybrid organizational
arrangement for communicating with clients is the modus operandi for most organizations as it is an attractive way of integrating
both legal and communicative expertise.
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1. Introduction

Regulation is a key area of government activity and academic attention for regulation has increased
substantially over the past years [2,3,13]. Disclosure of information is a specific regulatory instrument
that has gained popularity in governments all around the world since this instrument fits the basic phi-
losophy of New Public Management [12,23]. Disclosure of information is an effort to approach the ideal
of perfect information that is supposed to result in adequately functioning markets. As opposed to more
traditional regulatory instruments, such as legal sanctions and financial instruments, disclosure seeks
to influence through improving consumer choice (e.g. [7,11,20]). Disclosure requirements mean that
government enables consumers to act as ‘regulators’ [19,20].

Disclosure is seen as a relatively cheap and ‘soft’ policy instrument [6,19]: it does not impose sanctions
or rewards upon certain behaviour but assumes that actors will behave rationally and according to the
policy makers’ wishes when they have the right information. Prior research on targeted transparency
focused on its effectiveness of a disclosure system at large [8] or on the degree to which companies
comply with the law due to disclosure [20]. Fung [8] emphasizes that the quality of information is
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crucial to the success of disclosure and stress the need for specific legal guidelines for information. The
problem with these legal requirements, however, is that they may result in texts that are legally correct
but incomprehensible to consumers.

Most of these analyses, however, focus on the legal and policy instruments and the need for accessible
information for consumers, and pay little attention to organizational production of information. Some
investigations focus on the responses to signals from consumers but little is known about the way compa-
nies translate legal obligations to provide information in organizational arrangements for the production
of consumer information (see [19] for an exception).

Studying organizational behaviour is crucial since the legal regime never has a direct effect: it is al-
ways mediated through organizational behaviour. Even if legal requirements are specific, organizations
still need to develop procedures and responsibilities to fulfil them. This means that the ‘black box’ of
organizations needs to be opened to obtain a thorough understanding of the effectiveness of disclosure
regimes. We employ classic organizational theories about organizational behaviour to open the ‘box’.
Organizational action is often driven by perceptions of the environment consolidating or strengthening
organizational legitimacy [4,27]. When translating legal disclosure requirements into organizational ar-
rangements, organizational legitimacy – the support from relevant stakeholders for the organization – is
thought to the driving force.

The obligation to fulfil legal obligations for disclosure is translated into organizational arrangements
for the production of client communication products. An organizational arrangement reflects a struc-
tural design choice in terms of the emphasis on certain types of expertise to be used in decision-making
and procedures for allocating resources [cf. 21]. Two dominant choice options of organizational ar-
rangements are available for targeted transparency: a legal and a communicative arrangement. A legal
arrangement puts an emphasis optimizing the legal quality – i.e. the inter-subjective quality of texts
according to the professional group of lawyers – whereas a communicative arrangement aims to opti-
mize the communicative quality – i.e. the inter-subjective quality of texts for the intended audience of
consumers.

There is a trade-off for the two options of organizational arrangements for targeted transparency: a le-
gal arrangement ensures that the legal risk for organizations is minimized but could result in legalization
of external communications to consumers that, in effect, could undermine their comprehensibility [10,
26]. At the same time, a communicative arrangement could be expected to make the disclosed infor-
mation more comprehensible to consumers but this may also result in increased legal risks for these
companies. Organizations face the seemingly inextricable tension between the regulatory demand of
giving legally correct and complete information, versus providing information that is both comprehensi-
ble and concise [5,7,15]. This leads to the following central question: how do organizations translate the
trade-off between legal and communicative quality into an organizational arrangement for the production
of client communication products?

This paper presents qualitative empirical research into the translation of disclosure requirements by
(commercial) pension funds in the Netherlands. The empirical material consists of one in-depth inter-
view with experts at the regulatory authority (AFM) and 37 interviews with mostly communication
officers and managers of 24 pension funds. On the basis of these interviews, we reconstruct (1) how
the respondents perceive their disclosure obligations and the regulatory agencies enforcing these and (2)
how these perception result in different organizational arrangement for disclosure. This research con-
tributes to our understanding of using the obligation to disclose information as a policy instrument by
opening up the black box of organizational translation of legal requirements.
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2. Legal and communicative arrangements for disclosure

Regulatory disclosure can be seen as a policy instrument: disclosure requirements mean that govern-
ment enables consumers to act as ‘co-regulators’ [20,28]. As such, it is also referred to as ‘targeted
transparency’ [7,8,19]. Targeted transparency can be defined as imposing disclosure requirement on a
market sector with the objective of enabling consumers to consider information about compliance in
their decisions to buy products or services.

From a legal perspective, three parts of regulatory disclosure can be distinguished: setting a legal
norm, enforcing the norm, and implementing the norm in practice. The latter is done by the targeted or-
ganizations, i.e. companies that are under inspection by the enforcement agency [14]. Hence, regulatory
disclosure has organizational consequences. For example, more stringent rules may lead to more strict
supervision by the top management. Most importantly it is reputational damage that drives organiza-
tions to change, disclose or comply [20]. If a company does not comply with legally obliged information
demands it may face a fine, and is ‘named and shamed’ by the enforcement agency, giving them a bad
reputation [28].

Perceptions of the environment are seen as the main driving forces of organizational action by or-
ganizational scholars (e.g. [27]). Disclosure regulations are perceived by organizational actors, and the
way they are perceived affects how companies organize their communicative efforts. The organization-
environment interdependence has been subject of study of organizational theorists for many years
(e.g. [9,16,20,27]). Contingency theorists, such as Lawrence and Lorsch [16], Galbraith [9] and
Mintzberg [21] point out that those organizations that are best fit to adapt to the environment are most
likely to survive and flourish. Pfeffer and Salancik [25,62,63] argue that environments must be per-
ceived in order to influence actions. In other words, perceptions of the environment by individuals in an
organization influence organizational arrangements. In case of regulatory disclosure this means that the
way the legal obligations are perceived may influence organizational arrangements for the production of
client communication products.

In general, two ways of perceiving the legal requirements for disclosure can be distinguished. The first
type of perception is seeing these legal requirements as obstructive to developing good relations with
consumers. Graham [11] emphasizes that companies often lobby to exclude facts that do not promote
their interests from transparency obligations. An example would be schools that communicate with
parents about their school programs and that are obliged to present information about test scores while
they do not regard these as being of the utmost importance. Schools have lobbied against this obligation
and the only reason that schools will communicate these scores is that they might face legal sanctions
if they do not [18]. The second category of perceptions is seeing these legal requirements as supportive
to building the relation with consumers since it creates a clear level playing field in the sector [20]. An
example would be pharmaceutical companies that need to communicate that pregnant women should
not use certain drugs. When all companies are obliged to provide this information, they will be willing
to communicate this to prevent that their consumers will be damaged by the use of these drugs.

We expect that these two broad categories of perceptions will result in different organizational arrange-
ments for the production of client communication products. An organizational arrangement is a way of
organizing a specific process by including certain individual employees in the implementation process
of a rule in the organization. These individuals may have different types of expertise. This arrangement
of expertise may consists of a legal specialists who understand the rules, communication experts (who
know how to make information understandable), or a combination of these. An organizational arrange-
ment puts an emphasis on certain types of knowledge to be used in organizational decision-making and
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Fig. 1. Organizational responses to disclosure requirements.

certain norms in allocating resources. The choice for a certain arrangement is expected to affect orga-
nizational behaviour. Building upon the notion of contingency [16,21], we propose the following two
different foci in communicative efforts:

1. Compliance: a focus on legal quality. If the organization perceives the rules and regulatory agency
as ‘obstructive’, the legal department will control the disclosure of information and this will result
in compliant – but not informative – communication.

2. Informing: a focus on communicative quality. If the organization perceives the rules and the reg-
ulatory agency as ‘non-obstructive’, the communication department will control the disclosure of
information and this will result in informative – but possibly legally risky – communication.

Legal and communicative arrangement for the production of client communication products present
two different routes to realizing organizational legitimacy [27]. The legal route focuses on realizing
formal legitimacy in the form of adherence to formal rules whereas the communicative route puts an
emphasis on social legitimacy in the form of trust and acceptance of the organization’s practices [4].

The relations between the perception of the environment, the organizational arrangement and the
focus of disclosure are summarized in the following model (see Fig. 1). The boxes with social and
formal legitimacy are dashed since these relations are not investigated empirically but presented as the
objective of the different organizational responses.

On the basis of this model, we propose two organizational responses to the requirements of targeted
transparency:

1. Organizing for formal legitimacy. The organization perceives legal obligations as obstructing com-
munication with consumers. This will result in a strong position of the department of legal affairs
which determines the information provision and a focus on legally correct and complete informa-
tion, but which comes at the costs of comprehensibility of the information.

2. Organizing for social legitimacy. The organization does not perceive legal obligations as obstruct-
ing communication with consumers. This will result in a strong position of the department of
communications, which determines the information provision and a focus on information that is
easy to understand for consumers, but which may force the organization to sacrifice completeness
of the information.
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We conducted empirical research to test whether these configurations can be identified in organiza-
tional practices.

3. Research methods

3.1. Case selection and institutional context

This study investigates the use of mandatory disclosure in the Dutch financial domain. In the Nether-
lands, most people working for an employer are obliged to participate in a pension fund. Others save for
their pension through insurers. Pension funds and pension insurers are obliged to inform their clients,
so called participants, about their pension situation with a start letter and a Uniform Pension Overview
(UPO). These rules oblige pension funds to provide factual and informative communication to their
members.

The norms for disclosure in this domain focus on two types of ‘information products’: the so-called
‘start letter’ and the ‘uniform pension overview’ (UPO). The first is sent only once: when someone starts
saving at a pension fund. The start letter informs the client about the most important elements of his or
her pension. The UPO is an annual oversight of the current situation of the pension of a client. Most
pension funds, however, provide additional brochures and marketing-based information. Communica-
tion between clients and pension funds and insurers is mostly written or digital (see [22] for an extensive
description of this domain). Research by the AFM [1] highlights that the start letter and UPO are some-
times inaccessible to the average reader. The focus in our research was not to evaluate the accessibility
of these texts but to understand organizational arrangements for the production of these texts.

The agency enforcing disclosure is the Dutch Authority Financial Markets (AFM). The AFM was es-
tablished in 2002 and supervises the market conduct of over 25,000 financial institutions in the Nether-
lands. We will focus on one case within the financial domain: information disclosure by pension funds,
a domain that has not been investigated yet with regard to disclosure [8,20]. Further, it is particularly
relevant to investigate this case, since this consists of complex financial products that many consumers
struggle with to comprehend [17,24].

The external communication of pension funds operates at the border of legal and communication
affairs. The norms for information disclosure are imposed by law, yet disclosure itself is an act of com-
municating with clients. We investigated the organizational arrangements for the production of client
communication products of 24 pension organizations: six company pension funds (CPF), eight industry
pension funds (IPF), one profession pension fund (PPF), four pension insurers (PI) and five pension
administrators (PA).

3.2. Operationalization

The perception of the environment was measured on the basis of two indicators: perception of rules and
perception of enforcement. If the perception of both rules and enforcement was ‘too strict’, the environ-
ment was qualified as ‘obstructive’. The environment was qualified as ‘non-obstructive’ when both rules
and enforcement were qualified as supportive. The organizational arrangement was qualified as showing
either ‘legal dominance’, ‘communicative dominance’ or ‘mixed’ by asking the respondents about the
dominant profession in organizing the communication process with clients. The focus in communica-
tive efforts on either ‘compliance’ or ‘informing’ was measuring through two indicators: the projected
goal of communication and the type of emphasis on communicative means. The focus was qualified as
‘compliance’ if both indicators were scored as ‘compliant’, ‘informing’ if both scored ‘informing’ and
‘mixed’ if the indicators yielded different scores.
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Table 1
Data analysis categories

Categories Sub categories
Perceived environment – How are rules perceived? (too strict/neutral/supportive)

– How is the enforcement perceived? (too strict/neutral/supportive)

Organizational arrangement
for the production of client
communication products

– Which professionals are most heavily involved in drafting communication products for
clients? (legal professionals, communication professionals)

Focus in communicative
efforts

– Do participants state compliance or informing people as the most important goal of their
communication efforts?

– Is there an emphasis on compliant means (i.e. start letter and UPO) or on communicative
means (i.e. websites, brochures)?

3.3. Data collection

Data was gathered by means of expert interviews with respondents working for Dutch Authority Fi-
nancial Markets (AFM). In addition interviews were conducted with respondents from 24 pension or-
ganizations (including insurers, funds). The majority of the respondents are mid-level employees that
worked for the communications department of their organization. In some organizations senior-level
employees were interviewed. All interviewees were somehow involved in the communication processes
of their organizations, which means they are experts on this terrain and a reliable source of data on this
topic. Prior to the interviews with pension organizations, eight interview topics were specified (see Ap-
pendix). The interviews were semi-structured, because this method of interviewing gave the informants
the chance to mention subjects that were not raised by the interviewer.

3.4. Data analysis

All interviews were recorded and transcribed in Excel. Next, we coded in three broad categories: per-
ceived environment, organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products,
and focus in communicative efforts. These were based on the model depicted in Fig. 1. Next, these three
broad categories were specified in order to discover patterns within each category. The categories are
shown in Table 1 above.

4. Results

The structure of the results section follows the three main categories from Fig. 1. That means that
the first question is how companies perceive the legal environment, second how they internally organize
regulatory disclosure, and third in what kind of communication strategy this results.

4.1. How do companies perceive the legal environment?

The perception of the environment as being either ‘obstructive’ or ‘non-obstructive’ mas measured in
through two indicators: perceptions of the rules and perceptions of the enforcement. The first relevant
dimension of the legal environment is the rules for disclosure. Unsurprisingly, the respondents of most
organizations (13 of 24) perceive the legal norms regarding pension fund communication as too strict.
The norms impose detailed instructions on what should be in the start letter and in the UPO. According
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to respondents with a critical attitude towards these rules, the strictness of the rules comes at a loss of the
possibility of tailor-made communication. This tension is clearly put forward by R5B, a communication
officer: “There is always a tension: lawyers want to avoid any risk by closing all possible gaps, but if
you only use legal language the text is not comprehensible for the receiver.” According to these respon-
dents focusing on complete and legally correct information affects the comprehensibility and usability
of pension information. The rules imposed by the AFM are perceived as detailed and giving too little
room for communication purposes (R2,3,4,5,7,9,10,12,14,16).

On the other hand, a large minority (11 out of 24) has mixed or positive attitudes towards the dis-
closure norms. Five of these organizations were mainly positive, whereas six had a mixed attitude (i.e.
not outspoken positive nor negative). Mostly these respondents emphasize that the rules enable com-
parability and uniformity of information between pension funds. It also enhances the overall clarity of
information. This is exemplified by R15a, a communication official working for the pension fund of
a large bank in the Netherlands: “I agree with the goal [of these rules] and also the information that
we provide. It contributes to the comparability of the information. Before everybody did it in his own
manner.”

More or less neutral respondents thought that detailed but uniform rules are good to force ‘badly com-
municating’ organizations to improve. On the other hand, these respondents say, the elaborate demands
that derive from these rules may hold back ‘innovatively communicating’ organizations (R11,16,18,
19,20,24).

The second important perspective in the perceived environment of organization is the enforcement
agency AFM. Compared with their perceptions of the rules, respondents had milder attitudes toward the
enforcement agency. Seven respondents expressed negative attitudes (R1,2,4,8,12,14,20). According to
these respondents, the AFM is too narrowly focused on rule compliance, instead of the ‘principle be-
hind the rule’. Two respondents at two different organizations also mentioned that they were afraid to
do something wrong in their communication and because of that followed rules and procedures meticu-
lously.

Respondents from ten organizations indicated that they were positive about the AFM, or at least
could understand the agency’s point of view. According to these respondents it is a good thing that
the AFM enforces rules to improve transparency in the communications of pension funds (R3,5,7,15,
17,18,19,22,23,24). The rules may at times be difficult in daily operations, but the AFM enforces them to
reach an overarching goal: clear and complete communication of pension organization with their clients.
The relationship of these organization with the AFM is exemplified by R7a: “I believe their ideas are
not that different from ours. . . they are sufficiently competent, maybe they have a legal approach, but let
themselves inspire by communication officers. Their intentions are good.”

Next to these more pronounced attitudes, respondents of seven out of twenty-four organizations had
no specific opinion towards AFM. One could interpret this as meaning that they accept AFM as a fact of
life without thinking about the question whether this is a good or a bad thing: “we have to do so we do
it” (R8).

These two dimensions were brought together to qualify the organizations’ perceptions of the environ-
ment as either obstructive or non-obstructive. We found that 10 organizations regarded the environment
as ‘obstructive’, 8 ‘organizations’ as non-obstructive and 6 organizations as ‘mix’.

4.2. What is the organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products?

All respondents emphasize that communication with clients is a mutual endeavour of communica-
tion affairs and legal affairs. According to respondents, the legal department emphasizes completeness
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and legal correctness, whereas the communication department values comprehensibility and clarity of
communication (R1-4,7,8,12,16,17,20,22,24). Dominance of a particular department may lead to a com-
munication product that emphasizes the values of certain departments. Hence, assessing the diverging
organization arrangements is vital to understanding the way they communicate with the public.

In eight organizations there is a dominance of legal officers in the organization of the communica-
tion process. In these cases legal officers are the first to determine what the start letter and UPO will
look like. Next the communications department ‘checks’ the result on comprehensibility and clarity in a
communicative sense. This often leads to conflict, or dilemmas between legal affairs and communication
affairs, because of their diverging demands of communication products. In four cases the communica-
tions department was dominant in the process of design. In these cases, the legal affairs department only
performs a legal check. In most cases (twelve) the start letter and UPO were designed by a mix of le-
gal and communication officers. This means that regulatory disclosure often is not arranged by a single
department, or not even in co-production of departments, but that project teams are formed in which
communication and legal employees work together.

In sum, we found that 8 organizations had an organizational arrangement for the production of client
communication products that was dominated by legal professionals, 4 organizations had an arrangement
that was dominated by communication professionals and 12 organizations had a mixed organizational
arrangement.

4.3. What is the focus in the communicative efforts of client communication?

Two elements of the organizations’ communication strategy will be highlighted here to analyse
whether the communication strategy focuses on compliance or informing. First, the projected goal of
communication (mere rule compliance or information compliance) and second, the type of emphasis on
communicative means, such as the official channels as regulatory prescribed or more marketing-based
communications such as websites and brochures.

In just four cases only compliance was mentioned as the main goal for communicating with clients.
Respondents in these organizations mentioned ‘informing people about rules and regulations regard-
ing their pension’ as the most important goal of communication (R7,14,20,22). In sixteen cases a more
communicative goal was stated explicitly. These goals regarded informing clients, for example by en-
couraging people to pay attention to their pension (e.g. R6,10,11,13). A typical communication goal
was expressed by respondent R12: “Our goal is that people can make independent decisions with regard
to their financial situation, based on the information we provide. . . the goal is also to create a certain
consciousness about pension, that it is understood. Here we need to balance detailed information with
the possibility to explain it understandably.” In four cases both compliance and informing people were
mentioned as relevant goals for communicating with clients.

Further, we investigated the emphasis on different means of communication between pension funds
and clients. Broadly speaking, there are two ways in which pension funds communicate: through two
legally obliged documents (start letter and the UPO) and by additional means, such as brochures, mag-
azines and websites. Generally the legal documents emphasize legal correctness and completeness over
comprehensibility and attractiveness (R1,4,7,15,18,20,21,23). We analysed which organizations empha-
sized which means of communication. In eight cases the mandated legal means of communication were
emphasized and in five cases the additional (communicative) means. Remarkably, in a rather large num-
ber of cases (eleven), no clear emphasis on either of the means could be found. These pension organi-
zations are focused on both means; the interviewed communication officers perceived communication
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Table 2
Relation between perception of the environment and organizational arrangement for the production of client communication
products

Perception environment →
Dominant organizational
arrangement ↓

Obstructive Mixed Non-obstructive Total

Legal dominance 3 2 3 8
Mixed 6 4 2 12
Communicative dominance 1 0 3 4
Total 10 6 8 24

Each cell displays the number of organizations.

as a combination of several channels (R2,3,10-13,16,17,19,22,24). Regulatory instruments may impose
rigid demands on the disclosed information, which limits the freedom to present information in a con-
cise or attractive way. By equally focusing on additional means, organizations keep the opportunity to
communicate more freely with their clients, next to the obliged information that is presented in the start
letter and annual overview (UPO). This way the rigidity of regulations can be surpassed without losing
the aim of delivering comprehensive information.

On the basis of these two dimensions we qualified the focus in the communicative efforts of client
communication. We found that 8 organizations had a focus on compliance, 5 organizations focused on
informing and 11 organizations had a mixed focus in their communicative efforts.

4.4. What is the relation between the perceived environment and the organizational arrangement?

The findings of the perceptions of the environment and the organizational arrangements for the pro-
duction of client communication products were analysed to see whether the expected relations – ob-
structive environment resulting in a legal arrangement and a non-obstructive environment resulting in a
communicative arrangement – were found. The analysis of the relation between the perception of the
environment and the organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products is
presented in Table 2.

Table 2 provides some evidence of how perceptions of the environment are translated into the organi-
zation. Only in one organization, the perception of the legal environment as being obstructive resulted
in communicative dominance in the organizational process. Three organizations that perceived the envi-
ronment as obstructive organized their communication so as that the legal department was dominant in
the organizational process. However, in the majority of cases (6) both communication and legal affairs
are represented equally in the organizational process. In those organization in which respondents did not
express a clear opinion about the environment two different organizational arrangements for the produc-
tion of client communication products were reported. Of these arrangements, the one in which legal and
communication experts work in teams is the most likely (4 organizations). Further, if the legal environ-
ment is perceived as non-obstructive this can coincide with all three organizational arrangements: legal
(3), mixed (2) and communicative dominance (3).

This analysis provides hardly any support for the expected relationship between the perception of the
environment and the organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products.
We found that communicative dominance is rare when the environment is perceived as obstructive and
more prevalent when it is seen as non-obstructive. Still, the mixed arrangement is dominant when the
environment is perceived as obstructive and the legal professional are as often dominant as the commu-
nication professionals when the environment is perceived as non-obstructive. These findings highlight
other considerations than the perceptions of the environment determine the organizational arrangement
for client communication.
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Table 3
Relation between organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products and focus in communicative
efforts

Dominant arrangement →
Focus in communicative
efforts ↓

Legal Mixed Communicative Total

Compliance 2 4 2 8
Mixed 3 7 1 11
Informing 3 1 1 5
Total 8 12 4 24

Each cell displays the number of organization.

4.5. What is the relation between the organizational arrangement for the production of client
communication products and the focus in disclosure?

How does the organizational influence the focus in the disclosure of information? Does a legal domi-
nance indeed lead to a focus on compliance as opposed to additional brochures and websites for inform-
ing clients? Table 3 shows an analysis based on the interviews with respondents.

Again, there is little support for the expected relations: there appears to be no clear relation between
the organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products and the focus in
communicative efforts. Only in the case of a mixed process, organizations tend to have a more bal-
anced focus on compliance and informing. However, legal dominance in the organizational process does
not correspond with a stronger emphasis on compliance. Nor does a communicative dominance in the
process seem to relate with an exclusive focus on informing clients.

Overall, the expected relations between perceptions of the (legal) environment, organizational arrange-
ments for the production of client communication products, and foci in communicative efforts are not
clear. Instead, a wide variety of perceptions of the environment, organizational arrangements and foci
in communicative efforts occur in this group of companies. Further, respondents report that their orga-
nizations generally tend to have a balanced approach toward regulatory disclosure: legal and communi-
cation experts work together in teams. Eventually, most organizations tend to regard both compliance
and informing as equally important in their communicative efforts (11 organizations) or they focus on
compliance (8 organizations). Only few organizations tend to strongly emphasize the additional means
of communication such as brochures and websites for informing clients (4 organizations). Other factors
than the organizational arrangement determine the focus of the communicative efforts in their client
communication.

5. Conclusions: From distinct configurations to hybrid arrangements

We started this research with the expectation that two distinct organizational configurations could be
distinguished: a legal and a communicative configuration. This expectation was tested in the domain of
the Dutch financial sector and, more specifically, organizational responses to disclosure requirements of
pension funds. We investigated the perceptions of the (legal) environment, organizational arrangements
for the production of client communication products and the focus in the communicative efforts and we
found considerable variation for all the variables. We analyzed the relations between these variables to
find out whether there was support for the expectation that there would be a legal and a communicative
configuration. We found remarkably little support for this expectation. Although there was some support
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for the relation between the perception of the legal environment and the resulting organizational arrange-
ment, we found no support at all for the relation between the organizational arrangement and the focus
in communicative efforts. Organizations with a legal organizational arrangement proved just as likely as
those with a communicative arrangement to focus on informing instead of compliance.

How can we explain this unexpected outcome? And can we present another (tentative) answer to our
central question: how do organizations translate the trade-off between legal and communicative quality
into an organizational arrangement for the production of client communication products? We highlighted
that organizations face two risks: communications that are not fully compliant with legal requirements
can result in a decline in formal legitimacy while communications that are not comprehensible due to
legal requirements may result in a decline in the organization’s social legitimacy. The results showed
variation but we could not present an explanation for this variation. There are two options for further
research. Qualitative research could investigate the specific dynamics of the translation of transparency
requirement. How are organizational history, culture and structure related to these responses and how
do these factors interact? Quantitative research could identify certain factors that are associated with the
different foci in communicative efforts. What is the explanatory power of factors such as the size of the
organizations, its age, financial situation, etc.?

The research suggests that, relatively independent of the fact whether they perceive the environment
as obstructive or non-obstructive, organizations find ways to create hybrid arrangements that combine
legal and communicative expertise. These hybrid arrangements for the production of client communica-
tion products do not produce hybrid information products. They do not solve the tension between legal
and communicative requirements within one communication product and therefore they add additional
communications to work around this. The empirical research indicates that organizations develop paral-
lel communication streams with customers. Customers are presented with legally correct – but possibly
incomprehensible – texts through one stream of communications and comprehensible – but possibly not
legally fully complete and accurate – texts through another stream. This means that the tension between
legal and communicative requirements is not resolved within the organizations but passed on to the
customer.

The hybrid response to the dilemma of legal and communicative requirements also raises new ques-
tions. On the one hand, these questions are of a legal nature: what if people use information from leaflets
that appears to be incorrect? Whose liability? On the other hand, there are more empirical questions such
as how customers deal with the parallel communication streams. Do they study both types of informa-
tion? Do certain customers study the legal communications and others the informative communications?
Or do customer study these different types of communications at different moments? Or do customer
eventually ignore all communication because they feel they are confronted with an information over-
load?

The questions emerging from our results highlight that the ideal of regulatory disclosure – providing
information as a policy instrument to improve customer information and choice [7,11,20] – is not easily
realized and requires an understanding of the complex communicative interactions between organiza-
tions and customers. Scholars on ‘targeted transparency’ have emphasized (e.g. [8]) that the quality of
information is crucial to the success of disclosure and that this requires specific legal guidelines. In addi-
tion, we have found that the problem does not only lie in the legal requirements but also in the process of
organizational translation of requirements into communication products and the resulting implications
for customer communication in parallel streams..

This study of financial disclosure in the Netherlands has resulted in the mapping of a variety of or-
ganizational responses. This variety could not be explained on the basis of direct relations between
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perceptions of the environment, organizational arrangements for the production of communication prod-
ucts and focus in communicative efforts. The most common response was a hybrid one that aims to
strengthen both the formal and social legitimacy of these organizations by providing legally compliant
and informative communications. A hybrid organizational arrangement for the production of client com-
munication products seems to be an attractive way of realizing both formal and social legitimacy. The
benefits, costs, effects and drawbacks of the hybrid response to realizing mandated disclosure while at
the same time providing customers with accurate and accessible information demand further study.
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Appendix: Interview topics

1. Drafting process of the start letter;
2. Attitudes towards and experiences with laws and regulations on pension communication;
3. Definition of communication goals and how to reach them;
4. How to distinguish and reach target groups;
5. Use of additional communication resources next to the start letter and UPO;
6. Communication resources and target group research among participants;
7. Expectations for the future of pension communication within the organization and the pension

industry in general; and
8. Pension organizations’ vision on pension communication.
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